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ForR being a separating algebra of subsets of a set X, E a complete Hausdorffnon-Archimedean locally
convex space and m :R --+ E a bounded finitely additive measure, it is shown that:
(a) If m is a-additive and strongly additive, then m has a unique a-additive extension m" on the
a-algebra 'R" generated by R.
(b) If m is strongly additive and r-additive, then m has a unique r-additive extension m' on the
a-algebra R bo of all rn -Borel sets, where rn is the topology having R as a basis.
Also, some other results concerning such measures are given.
I. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, lK will be a complete non-Archimedean valued field, whose
valuation is non-trivial. By a seminorm, on a vector space over K, we will mean a
non-Archimedean seminorm. Similarly, by a locally convex space we will mean a
non-Archimedean locally convex space over lK (see [12] or [13]). For E a locally
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convex space, we will denote by cs(E) the collection of all continuous seminorms
on E. For X a set, ! E JKx and A C X, we define
IIf11A = sup{l!(x)l: x E A} and Ilfll = IIf11x.
Also for A eX, A C will be its complement in X and XA the JK-valuedcharacteristic
function of A. The family of all subsets of X will be denoted by P(X).
Assume next that X is a non-empty set and R a separating algebra of subsets of
X, i.e. R is a family of subsets of X such that
1. X E R, and, if A, B E R, then AU B, An B, A C are also in R.
2. If x, yare distinct elements of X, then there exists a member of R which
contains x but not y.
Then R is a base for a Hausdorff zero-dimensional topology 'R on X. For E
a locally convex space, we denote by M(R, E) the space of all finitely-additive
measures m : R ~ E such that m(R) is a bounded subset of E (see [l0)). For a
net (Va) of subsets of X, we write Va -!- 0 if (Va) is decreasing and nVa = 0. An
element m E M(R, E) is said to be a-additive if m(Vn ) ~ 0 for each sequence
(Vn) in R which decreases to the empty set. We denote by Ma(R, E) the space of
all a-additive members of M(R, E). An m of M(R, E) is said to be r-additive if
m(Va) ~ 0 for each net (Va) in R with Va -!- 0. We will denote by Mr(R, E) the
space of all r-additive members of M(R, E). For mE M(R, E) and p E cs(E), we
define
and
We also define
Nm,p: X ~ JR., Nm,p(x) = inf{mp(V): x EVE R}.
Next we will recall the definition of the integral of an ! E OCX with respect to
some mE M(R, E). Assume that E is a complete Hausdorff locally convex space.
For A C X, let VA be the family of all a = {AI, Az, ... , An; XI, XZ, ... ,Xn}, where
{AI, Az, ... , An} is an R-partition of A and Xk E Ak. We make VA into a directed
set by defining a I ?': az if the partition of A in a I is a refinement of the one in az.
For a = {AI, Az, ... , An; XI, Xz, ... , xn}, we define wa(j, m) = L~=I !(xk)m(Ak).
If the limit lim W a (j, m) exists in E, we will say that! is m-integrable over A and
denote this limit by JA f dm. For A = X, we write simply J ! dm. It is easy to
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see that if I is m-integrable over X, then it is m-integrable over every A E Rand
JA I dm = J XAI dm. If I is bounded on A, then
p(f I dm ) ~ II/I1A' mp(A).
A
2. STRONGLY ADDITIVE MEASURES
Throughout the paper, R will be a separating algebra of subsets of a set X, E a
complete Hausdorff locally convex space and M (R, E) the space of all bounded
E -valued finitely-additive measures on R. We will denote by rn the topology on X
which has R as a basis. Every member ofR is rn -clopen, i.e. both closed and open.
By S(R) we will denote the space of'all Kvalued R-simple functions. As in [10), if
mE M(R, E), then a subset A of X is said to be m-measurable if the characteristic
function XA is m-integrable. By [10, Theorem 4.7), A is m-measurable iff, for each
p E cs(E) and each E > 0, there exist V, Win R such that V cAe Wand mp(W \
V) < E.
Let R m be the family of all m-measurable sets. The following theorem gives
some results contained in [10] which are needed for the paper.
Theorem 2.1.
1. R m is an algebra ofsubsets ofX.
2. Ifm : R m ~ E, meA) = JXA dm, then m E M(Rm, E).
3. m is a-additive iffm is a-additive.
4. m is t -additive iffm is t -additive.
5. For p E cs(E), we have Nm,p = Nm,p.
6. R m =Rm.
7. For A E R, we have mp(A) = mp(A).
8. For A E R m , we have
mp(A) = inf{mp(W): WE R, A C W}.
9. Ifm is a -additive and Vn t 0, then m p(Vn) ---+ O.
10. Ifm is x-additive and VI) t 0, then mp(VI») ---+ O.
I 1. Ifm is a -additive and if (Vn) is a sequence in R, then for every set V in R
contained in UVn, we have mp(V) ~ sUPn mp(Vn).
12. If m is t.-additive and if (VI») is a family in R, then for every set V in R
contained in UVI), we have mp(V) ~ sUPI) mp(VI»).
13. An I E OCX is m-integrable iff, for each p E cs(E) and each E > 0, there
exists an Tc-partition {A I, ... , An} ofX such that, for each 1 ~ k ~ n, we have
I/(x) - l(y)l· mp(Ak) ~ E ifx, Y E Ak. In this case, ifxi. E At, then
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14. Ifm is t-additive, then a subset A ofX is measurable iff A is T'Rm-clopen.
Definition 2.2. An element m of M (R, E) is said to be strongly additive if, for
each sequence (An) ofpairwise disjoint members ofR, we have that m(An) -+ o.
It is clear that, ifR is a a-algebra and m a-additive, then m is strongly additive.
Theorem 2.3. For an m E M(R, E), the following are equivalent:
(I) m is strongly additive.
(2) For each decreasing sequence (An) ofmembers ofR; the sequence (m(A n» is
convergent in E.
(3) For each sequence (An) ofpairwise disjoint members of'R: and each p E cs(E),
we have mp(An) -+ O.
(4) For each decreasing net (Vo) in R, the net (m(Vo»converges in E.
(5) For each decreasing net (Vo) in R, each p E cs(E) and each E > 0, there exists
00 such that mp(Vo!::' Vo') < E for all 0, 0' ~ 00 •
(6) Foreachfamily (Vi)iEI, ofpairwise disjoint members ofR, each p E cs(E) and
each E > 0, there exists J C I finite such that m p(Vi) < E for all i rf. J.
(7) Let (Vi)iEI be afamily ofpairwise disjoint members ofR. For J C I finite, let
WJ = UiEJ Vi. Then the net (m(WJ» is convergent.
Proof. (1) => (3). Assume the contrary. Then, there exist p E cs(E), E > 0 and
nl < n2 < ... such that mp(Ank) > E for all k. For each k, there exists a Bk contained
in Ank such that p(m (Bk» > E. This contradicts our hypothesis (1).
(3) => (5). Assume that (5) does not hold. Then, there exist p E cs(E) and E > 0
such that, for each 0 there are 01, 02 ~ 0 with m p(VOl!::, V02 ) > Eo Thus, for each 0,
there exists 0' ~ 0 such that mp(Vo \ Vo') > E. Now, there exist 01 ~ 02 ~ ... such
that m p(VOk \ VOk+l) > E for all k. If Gn = VOn \ VOn+l, then the sets Gn are pairwise
disjoint, which contradicts (3).
(5) => (4). Let (Vo) be a decreasing net in R and p E cs(E). Then, for all 0, 0',
we have p(m(Vo) - m(Vo') ~ mp(Vo!::' Vo'). This, by our hypothesis, implies that the
net (m(Vo» is Cauchy and hence convergent.
(4) => (2). It is trivial.
(2) => (1). For (An) a sequence of pairwise disjoint members ofR, let
Then (Bn) is decreasing and so the sequence (m(Bn»is convergent. Thus, given p
in cs(E) and E > 0, there exists no such that
for n ~ no. But Bn \ Bn+1 = An+l. Thus m(An) -+ O.
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(3) '* (6). Let (Vj)iEJ be a family ofpairwise disjoint members ofR and suppose
that, for some p E cs(E) and some € > 0, the set {i E I: mp(V;) ~ E} is infinite.
Hence there are distinct ik, k = 1, 2, ... , such that m p (Vjk) ~ €, which contradicts
our hypothesis (3).
(6) '* (7). Let (Vj)iEJ be a family of pairwise disjoint members oi R: For J c I
finite, let W! = UjE! Vi. Let Jo be a finite subset of I such that mp(Vj) < € for all
i ¢ L; Ifnow J is any finite subset of I containing Jo , then
Hence the net (m(W!» is Cauchy and therefore convergent.
(7) '* (1). It follows easily. 0
Definition 2.4. A family H of members of M(R, E), is said to be uniformly
strongly additive iff, for each sequence (An), of pairwise disjoint members of R,
we have that meAn) -+ 0 uniformly for mE H.
Using arguments analogous to the ones used in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we get
the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. For a subset H ofM(R, E), the following are equivalent:
I. H is uniformly strongly additive.
2. For each sequence (An), ofpairwise disjoint members of R, and each p E
cs(E), we have that
uniformlyfor m E H.
3. If (An) is a decreasing sequence of members ofR; then, for each p E cs(E)
and each € > 0, there exists no such that mp(An \ Ak) ~ € for all k > n ~ no.
Theorem 2.6. Let He Mu(R, E) be uniformly strongly additive and let (An) be a
sequence in R such that An ..j.. 0. Then, for each p E cs(E), mp(An) -+ 0 uniformly
form E H.
Proof. Given p E cs(E) and e > 0, there exists no such that mp(An \ Ak) < e for
all k > n ~ no and each m E H. Let now n ~ no. For k > n, we have An = (An \
Ak) U Ak and so
Since mp(Ak) -+ 0 when k -+ 00, it follows that mp(An) ~ € for all n ~ no and all
m E H. This completes the proof. 0
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Theorem 2.7 (Nikodym boundedness theorem). Assume that R is a a-algebra
and let H be a subset of M(R, E) consisting of strongly additive measures. If,
for each A E R, the set H(A) = (m(A): mE H} is bounded in E, then the set
H(R) = {m(A): A E R, m e H} is bounded, equivalently sUPmEH IImllp < 00 for
each p E cs(E).
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then, there exist apE cs(E) and a sequence (m n) in
H such that sUPn limn lip = 00.
Claim I. If G E R is such that sUPn (m n)p(G) = 00, then, for each a > 0, there
exist an n and an Tc-partition {A, B} ofG such that p(mn(A» = p(mn(B» > a.
Indeed, there exist an n and A E R, A C G, such that
IfB=G\A,then
Thus p(mn(A» = p(mn(B» > a. Let now nl be a positive integer and {A" Bd
an R-partition of X such that p(mnl (At}) = p(mn1(Bt}) > 1. The sUPn(mn)p(At},
sUPn(mn)p(Bt} cannot both be finite. If the former is infinite, take GI = A, and
FI = B" otherwise take GI = BI and F, = AI. Let n2 > n, and {A2, B2} an
R-partition of G I such that
p(mn2(A2») = p(mn2(B2»)
> max {2, s~P p(mk(Ft})} ? max{2, p(mn2(Ft})}.
One of the sUPn (m n) p(Az), sUPn (m n)p(B2) must be infinite. If the former is infinite,
take Ga = A2 and F2 = Bz, otherwise take G2 = B2 and Fz = A2. We continue
using the same argument and get by induction a sequence (Fk), of pairwise disjoint
members ofR, and nl < nz < ... such that
Claim II. For each m E H and each infinite subset Q ofN, there exists an infinite
subset Z ofQ such that mp(UnEZ Fn) < 1.
Indeed, there exists an infinite partition QI, Q2, ... of Q into infinite sets. The
sets Dk = UnErlk Fn , kEN, are pairwise disjoint members ofR. Since m is strongly
additive, there exists a k such that mp(Dd < 1.
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Let now Tl = 1, Wl,j = Fj for j EN. By the preceding claim, there exists a
subsequence (W2,j) Of(Wl,j), with W2,1 = Fr 2 and r: > rl, such that
Next, there exists a subsequence (W3,j) of (W2,j), with W3,1 = F r3 , and rs > ri,
such that
We continue the same argument using induction. Let W =U~l Fri' For each j
we have
Thus P(Mrj (W)) = P(Mrj (Fr)) > rj and so SUPj P(Mr/W)) = 00, a contradiction.
This completes the proof. 0
Theorem 2.8. If m E M (R, E) is strongly additive, then mE M (Rm , E) is also
strongly additive.
Proof. Let (An) be a sequence, of pairwise disjoint members of R:«, and let P E
cs(E) and E > O. For each n, there exist Vn, Wn in R such that Vn C An C Wn and
mp(Wn \ Vn ) < E. As m is strongly additive, there exists no such that mp(Vn ) < E
for each n ~ no. If now n ~ no, then An C Vn U (Wn \ Vn ) and so
Hence m is strongly additive. 0
3. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY
Definition 3.1. An element m of M(R, E) is said to be absolutely continuous with
respect to some M E M(R), and we write m« M, if
lim mp(A) = 0
I/LI(A)-+O
for each P E cs(E). Equivalently, for each P E cs(E) and each E > 0, there exists
8> 0 such that mp(A) < E for each A E R with IMI(A) < 8.
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Theorem 3.2. Let JL E Mu(R) and mE Mu(R, E). lfR is a a-algebra, then m «
JL ifJm(A) = Ofor each A E R with IJLI(A) =O.
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary. Conversely, suppose that the condition is
satisfied but m is not JL-absolutely continuous. Then there exist p E cs(E) and E > 0
and a sequence (An) in R, with IJLI(An) < lin, such that mp(An) > E for all n, Let
G» = Uk~n Ak, G = nGn • Then
I/LI(G) ~ IJLICGn) = sup IJLI(Ak) < lin ---+ O.
k~n
By our hypothesis, mp(G) = O. Let Go = X and Bn = Gn-I \ Gn for each n EN.
The sequence (Bn ) consists ofpairwise disjoint members ofR. Moreover Gn \ G =
Uk>n Bk and so mp(Gn \ G) ---+ O. Also, An C Gn = G U (Gn \ G) and hence
as n ---+ 00. This completes the proof. 0
Theorem 3.3. Let mE M(R, E) and JL E M(R) be such that m« JL. Then:
1. RJ1- cRm .
2. Ifms = mlRw then ml «fl·
Proof. 1. Assume that A E RJ1- and let p E cs(E) and E > O. Since m « JL, there
exists 8 > 0 such that mp(B) < E if IJLI(B) < 8. As A E RJ1-' there are V, W E R,
with V cAe W, such that IJLI(W\ V) < 8. Butthenmp(W\ V) < E, which proves
that A is in R m .
2. Let p E cs(E) and E > O. There exists 8> 0 such that mp(B) < E ifIJLI(B) < 8.
Let now A E RJ1- with (jL)p(A) < 8. We will show that mp(A) < E. In fact, there are
V, W E R, with V cAe W, such that IJLI(W \ V) < 8. But then,
mp(W \ V) = mp(W \ V) < E.
Also
jILI(V) = Ifll(V) ~ Ifll(A) < 8
and hence mp(V) = mp(V) < E. Since A C V U (W \ V), we have that
Hence the result follows. 0
Definition 3.4. Let JL E M(R). A collection H C M(R, E) is said to be uniformly
absolutely continuous with respect to JL if, for each p E cs(E), we have
lim sup mp(A) = O.
1J1-I(A)-..O mEH
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Theorem 3.5. Let H be a uniformly strongly additive subset of M (n, E) and let
IJ- E M(n) be such that m «IJ- Jar each m E H . Then H is uniformly absolutely
continuous with respect to IJ-.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then, there exist p E cs(E) and E > 0 such that, for
each 8 > 0, there are mE H and A En such that IIJ-I(A) < 8 and mp(A) > E. Let
AI En, ml E H, 81 = 1 be such that IJLI(Ad < 81 and (ml)p(Ad > E. Since ml «
JL, there exists 82 > 0 such that, if IJLI(A) < (h, then (ml)p(A) < E. There exist
A2 E nand m2 E H such that IJLI(A2) < 82 and (m2)p(A2) > E. Next there exists
83> 0 such that, if IIJ-I(A) < 83, then (ml)p(A) < E and (m2)p(A) < E . Let m3 E
Hand A3 E n be such that 1IJ-/(A3) < 83 and (m3) p(A3) > E. Inductively, we get
a sequence (m n) in H and a sequence (An) in n such that (mn)p(An) > E and
(mk) p(An ) < E if k < n,
Claim. There are no = 1 < nl < n2 < ... < nk such that,Jar Go = AI, GI = Go \
AI, ... , Gk =Gk-I \ Ak, we have
1. (mn)p(Gj-1 nAn) > e.for j = 1,2, ... , k.
2. (mn)p(Gk nAn) :::;; EJar every n > ni,
In fact, if (mn)p(Go nAn) :::;; E for every n > I, take k = 0, no = 1. Otherwise,
choose nl > no = 1 such that (mnl)p(Go n Ani) > E and let GI = Go \ An,. If
(mn)p(GI nAn) :::;; E for all n > nJ, take k = l. Otherwise, choose n2 > nl such that
(mnz) p(GI n A nz) > E and let G2 = G I \ Anz. If this process does not eventually
terminate, we find by induction no = 1 < n I < n2 < ... such that, for Go = A I and
G» = Gk-I \Ank,for k ~ 1, we have (mnk)p(Gk-1 nAnk) > E for all k ~ 1. Let Dk =
Gk-I \ Gi ; k ~ l. The sets Dk are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, Dk = Gk-I n A nk
and so (mnk)p(Dk) > E, for all k ; which contradicts the fact that H is uniformly
strongly additive . Hence the claim holds. Let now no = I < n I < n2 < ... < nk be
as in the claim. Since
and (ml)p(AI) > E while (ml)p(AI nAn) :::;; (mdp(An) < E for j :::;; k, it follows
that (mdp(Gd > E. Let FI = Gk C AI and rj = nk. Forn > rl, let Bn = An \FI. Let
n > rl . Then An = (An n Fl) U Bn. Since (mn)p(An n FI) :::;; E and (mn)p(An) > E,
it follows that (mn)p(Bn) > E. Also, for rl < n < N, we have (mn)p(BN) :::;;
(mn)p(AN) < E. Now, we can apply the same argument as above, replacing (An)
by (Bn)n >r\ and (m n) by (mn)n >q. We will then get an rz > rl and F2 C BI
such that (m rl+dp(F2) > E and (m n)p(F2 n Bn) :::;; E for all n > rz. For n > ri,
let Zn = e, \ F2. Since B; = (Bn n F2) U z, and since (mn)p(Bn n F2) :::;; E,
while (mn)p(Bn) > E, we get that (mn)p(Zn) > E. Also, for ri < n < N, we have
(mn) p(Z N) :::;; (mn)p(BN) < E. Thus we may repeat the same argument for the
sequences (Zn)n>rz and (mn)n >rz. Inductively, we get a sequence (Fk), of pairwise
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disjoint members of R, and a sequence (mD in H such that (mDp(Fd > E. This
contradicts our hypothesis that H is uniformly strongly additive. Hence the result
follows. 0
4. EXTENSIONS OF a-ADDITIVE MEASURES
In this section we will examine the problem of extending an m E M (R., E) to a
a -additive measure defined on a a -algebra containing R.. In order for such an
extension to exist, it is clearly necessary that m is a-additive and strongly additive.
We will show that these two conditions are also sufficient.
Note. Throughout the rest of this section, m will be a strongly additive member of
Ma(R., E).
For p E cs(E), we define
mp: P(X) -+ R mp(A) = infsupmp(Vn),
n
where the infimum is taken over the collection of all sequences (Vn ) in R. which
cover A. It is easy to show that mp(A U B) = max{mp(A), mp(B)}.
Lemma 4.1. mp(A) =mp(A)jorall A E R..
Proof. Clearly mp(A) ~ mp(A). On the other hand, if (Vn) is a sequence in R.
covering A, then mp(A) ~ sUPn mp(Vn) since m is a-additive. This implies that
mp(A) :) mp(A).
Let now
J p: P(X) x P(X) -+ JR., Jp(A, B) = mp(AI::::.B),
where AI::::.B = (A \ B) U (B \ A). Then J p is an ultrapseudometric on P(X). i.au;
be the uniformity induced by the pseudometrics Jp , p E cs(E). For the map
m:R.-+E,
we have p(m(A) - m(B)) ~ Jp(A, B). Thus m is U:;'-uniformly continuous and
hence there exists a unique uniformly continuous extension
where Rm is the closure of R. in P(X) with respect to the topology induced by
U:;'. 0
Lemma 4.2. Rm is a separating algebra ofsubsets ofX and m'" E M (Rm , E).
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Proof. Let A, BERm, P E cs(E) and E > O. There are VI, V2 in R such that
mp(A.6. VI) < E, m p(B.6. V2) < E. If V = VI U V2 and W = VI n V2, then
and AC.6. Vr = A.6.VI. Hence
which proves that the sets AU B, An B and A C are in R m. Also A \ B = A n B C E R m
and so Rm is an algebra. Since
it follows that m'" is bounded. Finally we need to .show that m'" is finitely additive.
To this end, we consider the set
.6. = rep, n): P E cs(E), n EN}
and make .6. into a directed set by defining (PI, nl) ~ (P2, n2) iff PI ~ P2 and
nt ~ na. Let now A, B be disjoint members ofRm • For each 8 = (p, n) in .6., there
are V8, W8 in R such that
Now the nets (V8), (W8) converge to A, B, respectively, with respect to the
uniformity U::,. If Z8 = W8 \ V8, then B.6.Z8 C (A.6.V8) U (B.6. W8), which implies
that Z8 ~ B. If F8 = V8 U Z8 and D = A U B, then
and hence F8 ~ D. Thus
m'" (D) = limm(V8 U Z8) = lim[m(V8) + m(Z8)]
= limm(V8) + limm(Z8) = m'" (A) + m'" (B).
This completes the proof. 0
Lemma 4.3.
(I) For A, B C X, we have
Imp (A) - mp(B)1 ~ m p(A.6.B).
(2) If A, BERm, then
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Proof. (1) Suppose (say) that
Since A = (A n B) U (A \ B), we have
a contradiction.
(2) The proof is analogous to that of (1). 0
Lemma 4.4.
1. For G E R, we have m'; (G) = mp(G).
2. IfA E Rm , then m'; (A) = mp(A).
Proof. 1. It is clear that mp (G) ::;; m'; (G). On the other hand, let BERm be
contained in G. There exists a net (Vo) in R converging to B in the uniformity
U::,. Then Von G -+ B n G = B. Thus
which proves that m'; (G) ::;; mp(G).
2. Let BERm, B cA. There exists a net (Wo) in R converging to B. But then
Won A -+ B n A = B. Thus
plm'" (B») = limp(m'a (Won A»).
Since
and
(by the preceding lemma), we get that m'; (A) ::;; mp(A). If (Vo) is a net in R which
converges to A in the uniformity U::" then
/mp(Vo)- m'; (A)! = 1m'; (Vo) - m'; (A)I
::;; m'; (All Yo) ::;; mp(AllYo) -+ 0
and so mp(Vo) -+ m';(A). Also mp(Vo) -+ mp(A), by the preceding lemma, and
hence m'; (A) = mp(A). 0
Lemma 4.5. Nm,p = Nm,O'.p'
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Proof. Suppose that, for some x E X, we have Nm,p(x) > ex> Nm,a,p(X). There
exists A E Rm , containing x , such that m'; (A) < ex. Let V En be such that
m'; (AI::,.V) = mp(AI::,. V) < ex. There is a sequence (Gt) in R, with AI::,. V c UGi ,
such that mp(Gt) < ex for all k. As Nm,p(x) > ex, we have that x rI- UGk and so
x rI- A I::,. V , which implies that x E V. Moreover, V C A U (V \ A) and thus
Nm,p(x) ~ m p(V) = m'; (V) ~ max{m'; (A) , m'; (V \ A )} < ex,
a contradiction. 0
Lemma 4.6. Rm is a a-algebra and m'" is a -additive.
Proof. We prove first that m'" is strongly additive. Indeed, let (An) be a sequence
of pairwise disjoint members ofRm , p E cs(E) and E > O. For each n, there exists
Vn En with m';(Anl::,. Vn) < E. Let WI = VI, Wn+1 = Vn+1 \ U~=I Vk. Then
n+1
An+11::,. Wn+1 C UAt I::,. Vk
k=1
and so m'; (An+ II::,. Wn+ I) < E. The sets Wn, n = 1, 2, . . . • are pairwise disjoint.
Since m is strongly additive, there exists no such that mp(Wn ) < E for n ~ no. Now,
for n ~ no, we have An = (An n Wn) U (An \ Wn) and hence
m'; (An) = maxim'; (An n Wn), m'; (An \ Wn)}
~ maxim '; ( Wn) , m p (A nI::,. Wn)}
= max{mp(Wn) , m p(An I::,. Wn)} < E.
This proves that m'" is strongly additive. Next we show that Rm is a a-algebra. In
fact, let (An) be a sequence in ic; and A = UAn. We need to show that A E Rm.
We may assume that the sets An are pairwise disjoint. Let p E cs(E) and E > O.
For each n there exists Vn En such that m p(An.6. Vn) < E. Let WI = VI, Wn+1 =
Vn+l \ UZ =I Vk. Then mp(An+1 \ Wn+l) < E . Since the sets Wn are pairwise disjoint,
there exists n such that mp(Wn) < E for all k > n. Now
For each k there is a sequence (Bti )~I in R; such that Ak.6. Wk C Ui Bki and
mp(Bki) < E. IfG = AI::,.(U~I Wk), then
G C UAk.6. Wk C UBki
k k.t
mp(F) ~ supmp(Wt) ~ E.
k>n
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Thus
which proves that A E Rm .
Finally, m'" is a-additive. In fact, let (An) C n.; An -l- 0. Let B; = An \ An+l.
The sets Bn are pairwise disjoint. Since m'" is strongly additive, there exists N such
that m; (Bn) = mp(Bn) < E for all n ~ N. Let n ~ N. Then An = Uk~n Bi, For each
k ~ n, there is a sequence (Gki)~l in R such that Bk CUi Bki and mp(Bk;) < E.
Now An C Uk~n Ui Bi, and so
mp(An):(; supsupmp(Bki):(; E.
k~n i
This proves that m; (An) -+ 0 and so m'" is a-additive. This completes the
proof. 0
Combining the preceding lemmas, we get the following extension.
Theorem 4.7. Let m E Ma (R, E) be strongly additive. If R a is the a-algebra
generated by R, then there exists a unique extension m" E Ma (Ra , E) of m.
Moreover, Nm.p = Nm",p.
Proof. Since Rm is a a -algebra, it follows that R" is contained in Rm . Thus the
restriction m" ofm'" to R a is a a -additive extension ofm. To prove the uniqueness,
let f.1 E M a (Ra, E) be an extension of m and let
F = {A E R": f.1(A) = m" (A)}.
It is easy to see that, if A E F, then AC E F. The family F is a monotone class.
Indeed, let (An) be a sequence in F with An -l- A. Then
Similarly, if (Bn) C F and s, t B, then m a (B) = M(B). Hence F is a monotone
class. Since R" is the monotone class generated by R (by [6], Theorem B on p. 27),
it follows that F = R a and so M= rna. The equality Nm . p = Nm" .p is a consequence
of Lemma 4.5. 0
Theorem 4.8. For A ERa and p E cs(E), we have m~(A) = rn; (A).
Proof. It is clear that m~(A) :(; m;(A). On the other hand, let BERm, Be A.
There exists a net (V8) in R converging to B with respect to the uniformity U~. But
then V8 n A -+ B n A = B. Hence
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Since ptm" (A n Yo)) ~ m;(A), it follows that ptm'" (B)) ~ m;(A), which proves
that m; (A) ) m'; (A), This completes the proof. 0
Theorem 4.9. Let m e Ma(R, E) and u. E Ma(R) both be strongly additive and
suppose that m « u, Then m" « u",
Proof. Let p E cs(E) and E > O. There exists a 8 > 0 such that, for A E R, if
IJlI(A) < 8, then mp(A) < E. Assume now AERo and IJlal(A) < 8. There is a
sequence (Vn ) in R such that A C U Vn and IJl!(Vn ) < 8 for every n. But then
m;(Vn ) = mp(Vn ) < E, for every n, and so
m~(A) ~ supm~(Vn) ~ E.
n
This clearly completes the proof. 0
Theorem 4.10. »: = R':,. and m'" = ma .
Proof. Let A E Rm . Given p E cs(E) and E > 0, there exists V E R such that
mp (A .6. V ) < E. Next, there is a sequence (G n ) in R such that A.6.V C G = UGn
and mp(Gn) < E for all n. Then G ERa. If B = V n G C and F = V U G, then
B cAe F and F \ B = G. Moreover,
m~(G) = supm~(Gn) = supmp(Gn) ~ E.
n n
This proves that A E R':,.. Moreover, if Al = B, Az = G and A3 = F C , then
{AI, Az, A3} is an R" -partition of X and, for f = XA, we have that
If(x) - f(Y)1 . m~(Ad ~ E,
E )p(ff dm" - Ef(Xk)ma(Ak))
= p(f f dm" - m" (B) - f(xz)m a (G)).
But
p(m la (A) - m" (B)) = p(m/a (A \ B))
~ m'; (A \ B) ~ m'; (F \ B) = m~(G) ~ E
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It follows that
Conversely, let A E R':n. There are B, F E Ra , with Be A c F and m~(F \ B) < E.
Now A6B C F \ Band
which proves that A is in the closure of R a with respect to the uniformity U::, and
hence A E Rm . This completes the proof. 0
5. EXTENSIONS OF ,-ADDITIVE MEASURES
Note. Throughout this section, unless it is stated explicitly otherwise, m will be an
element of M,(R, E) which is strongly additive.
For p E cs(E), we define
mp: P(X) ~ JR, mp(A) = infsupmp(Gi),
i
where the infimum is taken over the collection of all families (Gi)i EI of members
of R which cover A. It is easy to show that
Let
Then dp is an ultrapseudometric on P(X) and dp ~ J.p, Let U:n be the uniformity
induced by the pseudometrics dp, p E cs(E). Then U:n is coarser than U::,. If Rm
is the closure of R in P(X) with respect to the topology induced by R~, then
R':n C Rm .
Lemma 5.1. For A E R, we have that mp(A) = mp(A).
Proof. Clearly mp(A) ~ mp(A). On the other hand, if (Gi) is a family ofmembers
ofR covering A, then mp(A) ~ sUPi mp(Gi), since m is r-additive, which implies
that mp(A) ~ mp(A). 0
Now for the map m:R~ E, we have
p(m(A) - m(B») ~ mp(A6B) = mp(A6B).
Thus m is uniformly continuous for the uniformity induced on R by U:n. Hence,
there exists a unique uniformly continuous extension mIT : tc; ~ E.
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The proofs ofthe following two lemmas are analogous to the ones ofLemmas 4.2
and 4.3, respectively.
Lemma 5.2. Rm is an algebra ofsubsets ofX and m" E M(Rm , E).
Lemma 5.3.
1. For A, B subsets ofX, we have
Imp(A) - mp(B)1 :::;; mp(A!:::.B).
2. IfA, BERm, then
Lemma 5.4.
1. For A E R, we have mp(A) = mp(A).
2. IfA E R m• then mpeA) = m~ (A).
Proof.!. Let A E R. By Lemma 5.1 we have mp(A) = mp(A). Clearly m~(A) ~
mp(A). On the other hand, if BERm is contained in A, then there exists a net (VB)
in R which converges to B for the uniformity U:,.. But then VB n A -+ B n A = B
and so
p(m,r (B)) = limp(m(VB n A)) :::;; mp(A).
This proves that m~ (A) :::;; mp(A) :::;; m~ (A).
2. Let A E R m. First we show that m~(A) :::;; mp(A). Indeed, let BERm be
contained in A. There exists a net (W8) in R converging to B for the uniformity
U:,.. Then W8 n A -+ B n A = B and so
But
and hence ptm" (B» :::;; mp(A), which proves that1n p(A) ~ m~ (A). Since A E R m,
there exists a net (V8) in R converging to A. Then
Imp(V8) -m~(A)1 = Im;(V8) -m;(A)1
:::;; m; (V8!:::.A) :::;; mp(V8!:::.A) -+ 0,
which implies that m~ (A) = limm p(V8). Also, by the preceding Lemma, mp(V8) -+
mp(A). Hence mp(A) = m~ (A). This completes the proof. 0
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The proof of the next lemma is analogous to the one of Lemma 4.5.
Lemma 5.5. Nm,p = Nm'T,p'
Lemma 5.6. ic; is a a-algebra which contains the a-algebra R bo ofall Tn-Borel
sets. Moreover, m" is t-additive.
Proof.
Claim I. For eachfamity (Ai)iEI ofsubsets ofX and A = UAi, we have mp(A) =
sUPimp(Ad =d.
In fact, let a > d. For each i, there exists a family F, of members of R such
that Ai C UFi and mp(B) < a for every e e r.. If F = U, r.. then A C UF
and mp(B) < a, for each BE F, which implies that mp(A) ~ a. It follows that
mp(A) ~ d ~ mp(A).
Claim II. m" is strongly additive.
Indeed, let (An) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint members of n; and let p E
cs(E) and E > O. For each n, there exists Vn E R such that mp(An~Vn) < E. Let
WI = VI and Wn+1 = Vn+l \UZ=1 Vk. Thenmp(An+I~Wn+]) <E. The sets Wn are
pairwise disjoint. Since m is strongly additive, there exists no such that m p(Wn ) < E
for all n ;? no. Now, for n ;? no, we have An = (An n Wn) U (An \ Wn) and hence
m; (An) ~ maxIm; (An n Wn), m; (An \ Wn)}
~ maxIm; (Wn), m; (An~Wn)} < E,
and the claim follows.
Claim III. Rm is a a -algebra.
In fact, let (An) be a sequence in »; and A = UAn. We may assume that the sets
An are pairwise disjoint. Given p E cs(E) and E > 0, there is a sequence (Wn) of
pairwise disjoint members ofR such that mp(An~Wn) < E for every n. As the sets
Wn are pairwise disjoint, there exists n such that mp(Wd < E for all k > n. Now
A~(~ Wk) C [A~(QWk)] U [k! Wk]
c [Q Ak~Wk] U [k! -l
In view of Claim I, we get that mp(A~(UZ=1 Wd) ~ E. This proves that A E Rm .
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Claim lY. Every in-closed set is in ic; and so R bo is contained in Rm .
Indeed, if A is in-closed, then the exists a decreasing net (V8) in R with A =
nV8. Since m is strongly additive, there exists 00 such that m p(V8o \ V8) ~ E for all
o;? 00 , Since A C = U8~80 V{, we get that
K n V80 = U V80 \ V8 and so mp(A C n V8o ) ~ E.
8~8o
But A C n V8
0
= At:. V8o ' This proves that A E Rm and the claim follows.
Claim v: m" is x-additive.
In fact, let (A8) be a net in ic; with A8 -.!- 0. Since m" is strongly additive, given
P E cs(E) and E > 0, there exists 00 such that m;(A8o \ A8) < E for all 0 ;? 00 , As
A80 = U8~8o A80 \ A8, we get that
m; (A8 o ) = m p(A8o ) = sup m p(A8o \ A8) = sup m; (A8 o \ A8) ~ E.
8~~ 8~~
Hence limm; (A8) = 0 and so m" is r-additive. 0
Theorem 5.7. Ifm" is the restriction ofm" to R bo , then m" E M,(RbO, E) is the
unique x-additive extension ofm to R bo . Moreover, m" Ina = m",
Proof. Assume that {L E M,(RbO, E) is an extension of m. We first show that
{L(A) = m'(A) for each in-closed set A. Indeed, there exists a decreasing net
(V8) in R with A = nV8. Let B8 = A C n V8. Then B8 -.!- 0 and so m'(B8) ~ 0
and {L(B8) ~ O. Since V8 = A U Bs, we have that
and hence {L(A) = m'(A). Also {L(B) = m'(B) for each in-open set B since
{L(X) = m" (X). For A a in -open set and B a in -closed set, we have that
It is easy to show that the family F of all finite unions of sets of the form A n B,
where A is in-open and B in -closed, is an algebra. Moreover, every member of F
is a finite union of pairwise disjoint members of:F. Thus {L(G) = m" (G) for every
member G of F. It is clear that R bo coincides with the a-algebra generated by F.
As F is an algebra, R bo coincides with the monotone class generated by F (by
Halmos [6], Theorem B on p. 27). The class FI, of all members A ofRbo for which
{L(A) = m"(A), is monotone. It follows that {L = m r on R bo . Finally, ifm I = m r Ina,
then ml is a a-additive extension ofm and thus ml = m" by the uniqueness part of
Theorem 4.7. This completes the proof. 0
The proof of the following theorem is analogous to the one of Theorem 4.8.
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Theorem 5.8. For A E R bo and p E cs(E), we have m1(A) = m; (A).
Theorem 5.9. For A E ReI and p E cs(E), we have m~(A) = m1(A).
Proof. There exists a net (V8) in R which converges to A with respect to the
uniformity U::,. Since U:" is coarser than U::" (V8) converges to A with respect to
U:".Now
Since m~(V8) = m1(V8) = mp(V8), the theorem follows. 0
Th 5 10 r, - -rrbo d IT: - reorem . . I'-m - I'-m an m - m .
Proof. Let A E Rm . Given p E cs(E) and E > 0, there exists V E R with
mp(A6V) < E. Let (Gj) be a family in R such that A~V C G = UGj and
mp(Gj) < E for every i. If B = V n GC and F = V UG, then Be A c F. Moreover,
F \ B = G and
m1(G) = supm~(Gj) = supmp(Gj) ,,;; E.
i i
This proves that A E Rh,::. Moreover, if B) = B, B2 = G and B3 = F C , then
IBt, B2, B3} is an Rbo-partition of X and, for f = XA, we have
if x, y E Bi, If Xk E Bk, then
E ~ p(f f dm' - Ef(Xk)mr(Bk»)
= p(mr(A) - mr(B) - f(x2)m r(G»).
But
This proves that m r (A) = m" (A).
Conversely, let A E Rh,::. Then there are B, F E R bo such that B cAe F and
m~(F \ B) < E. Now A~B C F \ Band
mp(A~B) ~ mp(F \ B) = m~(F \ B) < E,
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which proves that A is in the closure ofRbo in P(X) with respect to the uniformity
U:n. Hence A E ic: This completes the proof. 0
The proof of the following theorem is analogous to the one of Theorem 4.9.
Theorem 5.lI. Let mE Mr(R, E) and /-L E Mr(R) be both strongly additive. If
m « /-L, then m r «/-L r .
Theorem 5.12. Let m E M(R, E) be strongly additive and let f E JKx be m-
integrable. Then:
(1) Ifm is a-additive, then f is m" -integrable and Jf dm = Jf dm",
(2) Ifm is r -additive, then f is m r -integrable and Jf dm = Jf dm r.
Proof. (1) Assume that m is a-additive and let P E cs(E) and E > O. Since f is
m-integrable, there exists an R-partition {AI, A2, ... , An} of X such that
If(x) - f(y)1 . mp(Ak) < E
if x, y E Ak. Since m~(Ak) = mp(Ak), it follows that f is m" -integrable,
Moreover, if Xk E Ak, then
and
which implies that p<J f dm - Jf dm a ) :;:,:; E. It follows that Jf dm = Jf dm"
since E is Hausdorff.
(2) The proof is analogous to that of (1). 0
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